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New Features Described in Oracle JET's
Documentation for Release 16.1.0
Here are updates to the documentation for Oracle JET to describe new features and
enhancements added to Release 16.1.0.

For other changes in this release, see the product Release Notes.

Oracle JET
Documentation updates for this release of Oracle JET.

• Serve a Web App revised to describe the optional --server-url argument that
you can use with the ojet serve command to specify the URL domain that the
Oracle JET app will be served from. For example, npx ojet serve --server-
url=https://www.example.com/jet. If not specified, the ojet serve command
serves the app from localhost. This section has also been revised to describe the
--watch-files CLI argument that you can use to control the watch files feature.

• Use Webpack in Oracle JET App Development revised to note that you cannot
test Oracle JET apps using the test adapters from Oracle JET's Component
WebElements UI automation library if your app uses Webpack. These test
adapters require that your Oracle JET app use RequireJS.

Migration Information
Note the following change that affect JET apps that you migrate to Release 16.1.0:

See the following sections for step-by-step information about migrating your app to this
release of Oracle JET.

• Migrate Alta-themed Applications from Releases Prior to 8.3.0 to Release 16.1.0
describes migration steps from releases prior to release 8.3.0 that allow migrating
apps to the latest release.

• Migrate to the Redwood Theme CSS updated to describe how to migrate an Alta-
themed app to the Redwood theme. As the topic describes, starting in release
9.0.0 it is possible to migrate to the Redwood theme.
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• Migrate Redwood-themed Apps from Releases 9.x.0 or Later to Release 16.1.0
describes migration steps for Oracle JET app sources from version 9.x.0 or newer
to the latest release.

Oracle JET Audit Framework
A new version of the Oracle JET Audit Framework (JAF) is included in this release of
Oracle JET.

It includes bug fixes. It does not include new rules. See Getting Started with the Oracle
JET Audit Framework and run ojaf --help to learn more about JAF. Run ojaf --
version to view the JAF version that you have. See the documentation for Release
16.0.0 to view a summary of the changes in the last release of JAF that included new
rules and other enhancements.

Documentation Accessibility

For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle
Accessibility Program website at http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?
ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers that have purchased support have access to electronic support
through My Oracle Support. For information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/
lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs
if you are hearing impaired.
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